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ld war the batteries and battalions of armed 
New Guinea between and have been 
battalions of researchers The value of 

, however, is felt on a macro-scale the scale of 
and academic institutions. Relative little comes home 

who have often been most direct concerned - the 
may, unknown to themselves, receive 

but since researchers make their and 
informational raw material 
invi leans, natural 
usable royalties. 

was most made at an East-West Center confer-
ence which one divided fore researchers into 
'miners', and off with it, and ' 

research will be as fully and useful available as 
researched , so that some at least of the 

come back Even in Southeast Asia, the invaders have such 
finance and in their general conditions of work at home 

and abroad to mention their tra that tend to take the 
cream research to the more lar results, and 
to throw local workers into the shade. The same is true in Latin 
America nature of the case, even more marked in the Pacific. 
S , c , the value of research very much on re 
full confidence among the researchees, these increas voiced re-
actions sometimes to resentment, are s ls; and 
researchers must take such avoid action as possible, and as soon as 

sible 

This is, of course most difficult at the sticated local 
level; yet can and should be done here. As a matter of 

, it should be incumbent on researchers to make available 
articles summaris their work and its local s icance, in 

This foreword is a revised version of an article on Pacific research 
which in November 1969. 
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, if possible, with or vernacular , for 
local newspapers, radio stations, and schools Even a few ted 

circulated contacts would 'show wil ' and, if careful 
written - neither down nor 'over their theads' would be not 

a desirable but of much value as that these 
activities have a 

The use of local radio, where available, could be of very 
in this connection. Most local would be 

of which are, 
outside'; and a broadcast at the 

, stressing that the researcher is 
appea for help in this task, could be 
farewell broadcast, the 

be obl 

a 

this is the ion to make some feed-back of 

va 
too 

and 

results there are obvious financial re-
strictions on ful distribution, much work -
general in shortened form - should go to others than administrators, 
missionaries, and commercial people who may have he , 
even in these groups, often should not be confined to those immediate 
interested in the loca or·even the concerned. Should 
shortened versions be prepared · would often be , it 
somet be desirable to cut down on local detail, which the ·locals 
could take for , and on matters of more general 

lessons in marketing economics drawn from the local ex
Even if not all is understood, all will be 

It should also be as standard ice that whehever �nd 
wherever possible researchers should be wil to devote some of their 
time to local educational institutions for lectures, seminars, or 
general consultations. This need not be close tied to the 
research specialism of the worker The reward 

good re but in a fee 

It is c desirable to do all that can be done to involve local 
in research, not only as informants but as active en-

In some and on some themes very little, if , 
can be done in this way; but with increas educational standards, the 
possibilities of good local research assistants are 

than is often realised Senior school students, teachers in 
vacations, MA students in local universities, could often very soon 
the general point of , and would not themselves benefit 
from the in-service so provided, but often act as most useful 
lubricants and indeed new lines of and 
inter-relationships. It goes without that where this is 
full should be At the Thai Hill Tribes 

that researchers should have an 
trainee-assistant. In Thailand, also, at least some written 
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in administrative 
a few months 

concerned with their own 
would not have the leisure to 

Nevertheless, 
some advance consideration to 

least 

value of work a 

does 
exercise in the 

of serious 
in 

and resetments 

researchers' own interests the interests 
the smooth f of ta information in turn 

a mora ion to avoid 
ive cultural 

and particular returns for 
draw the own and much of 
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